DESCRIPTION – MODULE 7 – INDIVIDUAL FOUL – ART.NO. 117627-02

Module 7 is an add-on module to basic module LED300 to indicate individual player foul in basketball.

The delivery comprises:
2 pcs. single sided boards for wall mounting (indoor use)
1 pc. wall mounting kit according to drawing 079855-00

SPORTS: BASKETBALL

Single sided add-on modules, with dots of LED’s, to be used together with basic module LED300 to indicate individual player foul by 6 dots (5 yellow and 1 red).

Fixed player numbers from 4 up to 15.

The boards can be installed one to the left and one to the right hand side of the basic module.

And are controlled from the same remote control unit as used for basic module LED300.

TECHNICAL DATA:

- Case: Aluminium profile
- Colour of background: Black
- Front cover with hinges: Polycarbonate, 3 mm
- Digits (player number): Fixed, yellow and approx. 60 mm. high
- Dots: LED’s, SMD
- Colour of dots: 5 yellow and 1 red per row
- Exterior dimensions each case: (WxHxD) 1.000 x 1.250 x 110 mm
- Weight each case: 30 kgs
- Reading distance: Approx. 60 metres
- Connection voltage: 230V 50-60Hz AC
- Power supply and electronics: Built-in
- Power consumption: Electronics max. 2 x 80 VA
- Ambient temperature: ± 0°C up to +40°C

We reserve the right to make changes at any time.
MOUNTING:

We reserve the right to make changes at any time.